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1. Introduction
There has been a lot of progress in recent years to study several classes of supersymmet-
ric gauge theories on the lattice (see [1, 2, 3, 4] for a set of reviews) including the well
known N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) that takes part in the AdS/CFT correspondence.
Supersymmetric gauge theories are fascinating from a variety of view points; as toy models
for studying theories such as QCD, as candidate theories of BSM physics and as theories
providing insight into quantum gravity through the gauge/gravity correspondence. These
theories exhibit many interesting features at the non-perturbative level, for example, dy-
namical supersymmetry breaking, and they serve as motivation to study lattice versions of
such theories. There have been two distinct formulations to construct certain supersym-
metric gauge theories on the lattice while preserving a subset of the continuum supersym-
metries [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. These lattice theories possess exact supersymmetries,
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on the contrary to other approaches where supersymmetry only emerges in the contin-
uum limit [13, 14]. See [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] for other recent complementary
approaches to the problem of exact lattice supersymmetry.
One approach in constructing supersymmetric lattices is the method of orbifolding.
The lattice theory is constructed by imposing the technique of orbifold projection from
a parent matrix theory with appropriate symmetries. Substituting the variables of the
theory after orbifold projection into the matrix theory gives rise to the desired lattice
action [5, 6, 7, 8].
The other approach in formulating supersymmetric gauge theories on the lattice in-
volves rewriting of the fermions of the original theory as twisted fermions (anti-symmetric
tensor fields) and mapping them to p-cells, p= 0, 1, 2, 3 · · · , of the lattice. The lattice action
is constructed directly from the continuum twisted theory using the method of geometric
discretization. The lattice theory preserves a scalar supercharge at finite lattice spacing
[9, 10, 11, 12].
These two formulations appear different from the starting point but the lattices they
give are identical [24, 25, 3]. The reason for this is that in the twisting approach the fields
are rewritten as representations of the twisted symmetry group, which is the diagonal
subgroup of the product of the Euclidean rotation and R-symmetry groups. In the orbifold
approach, the placement of orbifold projected variables on the lattice is determined by
their charges under the same diagonal subgroup.
Supersymmetric lattice gauge theories have been constructed mostly for pure super-
symmetric Yang-Mills theories. There have been a few extensions of these formulations
by incorporating matter fields - in Ref. [26] Endres and Kaplan have constructed a lattice
theory for two-dimensional N = (2, 2) supersymmetric gauge theory with matter fields in
the adjoint representation; in Refs. [27, 28] Giedt has generalized the orbifold lattice for-
mulation of Ref. [26] to two-dimensional super-QCD with eight supercharges and matter
in bi-fundamental representation. The extension, which is relevant to this work, is the two-
dimensional lattice constructed by Matsuura in Ref. [29] for N = (2, 2) supersymmetric
gauge theory with matter fields in the fundamental representation. In this paper, we write
down lattice action for three-dimensional N = 4 supersymmetric lattice gauge theory with
fundamental matter. As a side result we also formulate a lattice quiver gauge theory with
three-dimensional N = 4 supersymmetry. The quiver theory contains matter fields in the
bi-fundamental representation of gauge group U(N1)× U(N2).
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we introduce the method
of twisting and write down the action of three-dimensional N = 4 SYM using twisted
fields. In Sec. 3 we construct three-dimensional N = 4 gauge theory with matter fields
transforming in the adjoint representation of the gauge group and then rewrite this theory
such that matter fields in the fundamental representation are included. We construct the
lattice version of three-dimensional twisted N = 4 SYM using the method of geometric
discretization in Sec. 4. The formulation of lattice action for three-dimensional N = 4
SYM with fundamental matter is discussed in Sec. 5. We discuss the formulation of
N = 4 quiver lattice gauge theory containing matter in the bi-fundamental representation
of gauge group U(N1) × U(N2) in appendix A. In Sec. 6 we discuss the renormalization
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and simulation of three-dimensional N = 4 lattice gauge theory with fundamental matter
fields. We end with conclusions and discussion in Sec. 7.
2. Three-dimensional N = 4 SYM
Since we are interested in formulating three-dimensional N = 4 gauge theories on a Eu-
clidean spacetime lattice we will consider only Euclidean versions of gauge theories in our
discussion. The three-dimensional Euclidean N = 4 SYM, the starting point of our con-
structions, can be obtained by dimensionally reducing six-dimensional Euclidean N = 1
SYM. The six-dimensional theory has a gauge field and two independent Weyl spinors.
All fields of the theory are in the adjoint representation of gauge group, which we take
as U(N) in this paper. After reducing to three dimensions the Weyl spinors split into
two independent four-component complex spinors and the gauge field reduces to a three-
dimensional gauge field and three real scalars. The global symmetry group of the three-
dimensional theory is SU(2)E×SU(2)R×SU(2)N , where SU(2)E is the Euclidean rotation
group in three dimensions, SU(2)R is the R-symmetry group of the six-dimensional the-
ory and SU(2)N is the internal Euclidean rotation group arising from the decomposition
SO(6)→ SU(2)E ×SU(2)N . Since our goal in this paper is to construct three-dimensional
N = 4 lattice gauge theory with matter fields, we will rewrite the fields and supersym-
metries in a way more suitable for lattice discretization. As mentioned in the previous
section, there are two approaches immediately available to us - the method of orbifolding
[5, 1, 6, 7, 8] and the technique of topological twisting [9, 10, 11, 12]. They both ultimately
give similar lattices for the theory. In Ref. [29] Matsuura constructed a two-dimensional
N = (2, 2) lattice gauge theory with matter fields in the fundamental representation of the
gauge group U(N). There, it has been shown that identical lattice theories can be obtained
from the two approaches. In this paper, we focus on the topological twisting approach and
use topologically twisted version of the three-dimensional N = 4 SYM theory to write
down the action of the lattice gauge theory. We briefly describe the twisting process of
three-dimensional N = 4 SYM below.
2.1 Topological twisting: A lattice compatible relabeling
The key idea of twisting is to decompose the fields and supersymmetries of the three-
dimensional N = 4 SYM in terms of representations of a newly defined rotation group
instead of the original Euclidean rotational symmetry SU(2)E . The new rotation group,
SU(2)′, is called the twisted rotation group and it is defined as the diagonal subgroup of
SU(2)E and SU(2)N ,
SU(2)′ = diag
(
SU(2)E × SU(2)N
)
. (2.1)
This particular twist of the theory is known as the Blau-Thompson twist [30]. After
twisting, the field content of the original theory becomes representations of the twisted
rotation group. It should be noted that in flat Euclidean spacetime the process of twisting
is nothing but a change of variables of the original theory.
The twisting process gives rise to the following spectrum of the twisted theory: a
three-dimensional gauge field Am, m = 1, 2, 3; a vector Bm composed of three scalars
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of the untwisted theory; and eight p-form fermions, p = 0, 1, 2, 3, which we conveniently
represent as {η, ψm, χmn, θmnr}.
The supercharges of the theory undergo a decomposition similar to that of the fermions
after twisting. They take the form {Q,Qm,Qmn,Qmnr} and are called the twisted super-
charges. We can write down the original supersymmetry algebra in terms of the twisted
supercharges
Q2 = 0, {Q,Qm} = pm, · · · (2.2)
The first equation shows that the process of twisting produces a nilpotent scalar super-
charge Q. Since the scalar supercharge does not produce any infinitesimal translations, we
can transport this subalgebra to the lattice. The second equation of the twisted algebra
has the following interpretation: The momentum is the Q-variation of something, which
makes plausible the statement that the energy-momentum tensor, and hence the entire
action can be written in a Q-exact form. This implies that we can construct a lattice
action in a Q-exact form and it is trivially invariant under the scalar supercharge. Thus
the process of twisting can be used to construct lattice action that respects at least one
supersymmetry exactly on the lattice. We also note that the lattice theories constructed
using twisted fermions are free from the fermion doubling problem, since they are geometric
in nature (p-forms) and thus can be mapped one-to-one on to the lattice from continuum
[31, 32, 33, 34].
2.2 Action and supersymmetries
The twisted action of the three-dimensional N = 4 SYM takes the following Q-exact form
in the continuum
S =
1
g2
Q
∫
d3x Tr
(
χmn[Dm,Dn] + η
[
Dm,Dm
]
+
1
2
ηd+BmnrDrχmn
)
, (2.3)
with g the coupling constant of the theory. Since the twisted theory contains two vector
fields, Am and Bm, it is natural to combine them to form a complex gauge field Am =
Am+ iBm. Thus the degrees of freedom of the twisted theory are just the twisted fermions
{η, ψm, χmn, θmnr} previously described and the complex gauge field Am.
The theory contains complexified covariant derivatives and they are defined by
Dm · = ∂m ·+ [Am, · ] = ∂m ·+ [Am + iBm, · ], (2.4)
Dm · = ∂m ·+ [Am, · ] = ∂m ·+ [Am − iBm, · ]. (2.5)
The complexification of gauge field also results in complexified field strength Fmn =
[Dm,Dn] and Fmn = [Dm,Dn]. All fields take values in the adjoint representation of
the gauge group U(N). Although the theory contains a complexified gauge field and field
strength, it possesses only the usual U(N) gauge-invariance corresponding to the real part
of the gauge field. Fields d and Bmnr are auxiliaries introduced to render the scalar super-
symmetry Q nilpotent off-shell.
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The scalar supersymmetry acts on the fields the following way
QAm = ψm, QAm = 0, (2.6)
Qψm = 0, Qχmn = −Fmn, (2.7)
Qη = d, Qd = 0, (2.8)
QBmnr = θmnr, Qθmnr = 0. (2.9)
After performing the Q-variation, integrating out the auxiliary fields and using the
Bianchi identity, ǫmnrDrFmn = 0, the action becomes
S =
1
g2
∫
d3x Tr
(
−FmnFmn +
1
2
[Dm,Dm]
2 − χmn(Dmψn −Dnψm)
−ψmDmη − θmnrD[rχmn]
)
. (2.10)
The terms appearing in the bosonic piece of the action can be written in the following form
exposing the Bm dependence explicitly
FmnFmn = (Fmn − [Bm, Bn])(Fmn − [Bm, Bn]) + (D[mBn])(D[mBn]),
1
2
[
Dm,Dm
]2
= −2 (DmBm)
2 , (2.11)
where Fmn and Dm denote the usual field strength and covariant derivative depending on
the real part of the gauge field Am.
3. Three-dimensional N = 4 SYM with matter fields
In this section we construct extensions of the three-dimensional N = 4 SYM described in
Sec. 2 with the inclusion of matter fields in the adjoint and fundamental representations of
the gauge group. We construct such theories by dimensionally reducing the twisted version
of four-dimensional N = 4 SYM.
The four-dimensional N = 4 SYM contains a gauge field, six real scalars and four
Weyl fermions (gauginos) in the adjoint representation of the gauge group. The twist
appropriate for lattice construction of this theory is known as Marcus twist [35]. (See
Ref. [10] for details of the lattice construction of four-dimensional twisted N = 4 SYM.)
After twisting, the fermionic degrees of freedom are encoded in the twisted p-form fields
(η, ψµ, χµν , θµνρ, κµνρσ), with Greek indices running from 1, · · · , 4, and the bosonic degrees
of freedom are encoded in a complexified gauge field Aµ and two scalars φ and φ.
The action of the four-dimensional twisted N = 4 SYM is given by
S =
1
g24
∫
d4x Tr
(
− [Dµ,Dν ][Dµ,Dν ]− 2(Dµφ)(Dµφ) +
1
2
(
[Dµ,Dµ] + [φ, φ]
)2
−ψµDµη − χµν(Dµψν −Dνψµ)−
1
3!
ǫνσλρǫναβδχλρDσθαβδ
+2
1
3!
1
4!
ǫµαβδǫσνλρθαβδDµκσνλρ −
1
4
ǫµνλρχµν [φ, χλρ]
−2
1
3!
ǫµνλρθνλρ[φ,ψµ]−
1
4!
ǫαβδσκαβδσ [φ, η]
)
, (3.1)
with g4 denoting the four-dimensional coupling constant.
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3.1 Action with adjoint matter
We obtain the following form of the action for the three-dimensional theory after dimen-
sionally reducing Eq. (3.1), the action of the four-dimensional twisted N = 4 SYM,
S = SSYMadj + S
matter
adj , (3.2)
where
SSYMadj =
1
g2
∫
d3x Tr (−FmnFmn +
1
2
[Dm,Dm]
2 − χmn(Dmψn −Dnψm)
−ψmDmη − θmnrDrχmn
)
, (3.3)
and
Smatteradj =
1
g2
∫
d3x Tr
(
[Dm,Dm]([ϕ,ϕ] + [φ, φ]) − 2(Dmϕ)(Dmϕ)− 2(Dmφ)(Dmφ)
+2ψmDmη − 2κnpDpψn + 2θnpmDmκnp − η[φ, η]− ǫnpmη[ϕ, θnpm]
+
1
3
ǫmnrθmnr[ϕ, η]− 2ψm[φ,ψm]−
1
3
ǫnpmψm[ϕ, κnp] + ǫnpqχpq[ϕ,ψn]
−χpq[φ, κpq]− 2θmnr[φ, θmnr] +
1
2
(
[ϕ,ϕ] + [φ, φ]
)2
− 2[ϕ, φ][ϕ, φ]
)
. (3.4)
The first piece of the action is the twisted action of the three-dimensional N = 4 SYM
described in Sec. 2. The second piece includes matter fields {φ, φ, ϕ, ϕ, η, ψm, κmn, θmnr}
in the adjoint representation.
The fields of the three-dimensional theory respect the following scalar supersymmetry
transformations
QAm = ψm, QAm = 0, (3.5)
Qη = [Dm,Dm] + [ϕ,ϕ] + [φ, φ], Qψm = 0, (3.6)
Qχmn = −[Dm,Dn], Qθmnr = ǫmnr[ϕ, φ], (3.7)
Qφ = η, Qφ = 0, (3.8)
Qϕ = ǫmnrθmnr, Qϕ = 0, (3.9)
Qη = 0, Qψm = Dmφ, (3.10)
Qκmn = ǫmnrDrϕ, Qθmnr = 0. (3.11)
3.2 Action with fundamental matter
3.2.1 Side step: A quiver theory with bi-fundamental matter
We can rewrite the action, Eq. (3.2), such that the theory becomes a three-dimensional
quiver gauge theory with N = 4 supersymmetry. In the case we are interested in, there
are two interacting U(N) gauge theories. The SYM multiplets of this quiver gauge theory
transform in the adjoint representation of the gauge group U(N1)×U(N2). The two theories
interact via matter multiplets in the bi-fundamental representation of U(N1)×U(N2). (See
Fig. 1.) The action of the quiver theory can be decomposed in the following way
S = SSYM(adj,1) + S
SYM
(1,adj) + S
matter
(,)
+ Smatter
(,)
, (3.12)
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✲✛
U(N1) U(N2)
(,)
(,)
⑦ ⑦
Figure 1: A quiver diagram for U(N1) × U(N2) gauge theory. The links with arrows represent
bi-fundamental fields.
with the field content of the theory {Am, Am, η, ψm, χmn, θmnr}, {Âm, Âm, η̂, ψ̂m, χ̂mn,
θ̂mnr}, {φ, φ̂, ϕ̂, ϕ, η, ψ̂m, κmn, θ̂mnr} and {φ̂, φ, ϕ, ϕ̂, η̂, ψm, κ̂mn, θmnr} transforming
respectively as (adj,1), (1,adj), (,) and (,) under U(N1)× U(N2).
We have
SSYM(adj,1) =
1
g2
∫
d3x Tr
(
−FmnFmn +
1
2
[Dm,Dm]
2 − χmn(Dmψn −Dnψm)
− ψmDmη − θmnrDrχmn
)
, (3.13)
SSYM(1,adj) =
1
g2
∫
d3x Tr
(
− F̂mnF̂mn +
1
2
[D̂m, D̂m]
2 − χ̂mn(D̂mψ̂n − D̂nψ̂m)
− ψ̂mD̂mη̂ − θ̂mnrD̂rχ̂mn
)
, (3.14)
Smatter
(,)
=
1
g2
∫
d3x Tr
(
[Dm,Dm](ϕϕ− ϕ̂ϕ̂+ φ̂φ̂− φφ) + 2ϕ̂DmDmϕ̂
+2φ̂DmDmφ̂+ 2ψ̂mDmη̂ + 2θ̂npmDmκ̂np
−2κnpDpψn − η(φ̂η̂ − ηφ)− ǫnpmη(ϕθnpm − θ̂npmϕ̂)
+
1
3
ǫmnrθmnr(ϕ̂η̂ − ηϕ)− 2ψm(φψm − ψ̂mφ̂)−
1
3
ǫnpmψm(ϕ̂κ̂np − κnpϕ)
+ǫnpqχpq(ϕψn − ψ̂nϕ̂)− χpq(φ̂κ̂pq − κpqφ)− 2θmnr(φθmnr − θ̂mnrφ̂)
+
1
2
(
(ϕϕ− ϕ̂ϕ̂) + (φ̂φ̂− φφ)
)2
− 2(ϕφ− φ̂ϕ̂)(ϕ̂φ̂− φϕ)
)
, (3.15)
and
Smatter
(,)
=
1
g2
∫
d3x Tr
(
[Dm,Dm](ϕ̂ϕ̂− ϕϕ+ φφ− φ̂φ̂) + 2ϕDmDmϕ
+2φDmDmφ+ 2ψmDmη + 2θnpmDmκnp
−2κ̂npDpψ̂n − η̂(φη − η̂φ̂)− ǫnpmη̂(ϕ̂θ̂npm − θnpmϕ)
+
1
3
ǫmnrθ̂mnr(ϕη − η̂ϕ̂)− 2ψ̂m(φ̂ψ̂m − ψmφ)−
1
3
ǫnpmψ̂m(ϕκnp − κ̂npϕ̂)
+ǫnpqχ̂pq(ϕ̂ψ̂n − ψnϕ)− χ̂pq(φκpq − κ̂pqφ̂)− 2θ̂mnr(φ̂θ̂mnr − θmnrφ)
+
1
2
(
(ϕ̂ϕ̂− ϕϕ) + (φφ− φ̂φ̂)
)2
− 2(ϕ̂φ̂− φϕ)(ϕφ− φ̂ϕ̂)
)
. (3.16)
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There are two types of covariant derivatives appearing in the above expressions, act-
ing respectively on adjoint and bi-fundamental matter. The covariant derivatives for the
adjoint matter are given in Eqs. (2.4) - (2.5). For a generic bi-fundamental matter field φ
in the representation (,) we have the action of the covariant derivative
Dmφ = ∂mφ+Amφ− φÂm, (3.17)
with Am and Âm the gauge fields for U(N1) and U(N2) respectively. The gauge transfor-
mation rule for the field φ, under (G, Ĝ) ∈ U(N1)× U(N2), is given by φ→ GφĜ
†. For a
field φ̂ in the representation (,) we have the action of the covariant derivative
Dmφ̂ = ∂mφ̂+ Âmφ̂− φ̂Am, (3.18)
with the rule for gauge transformation: φ̂→ Ĝφ̂G†.
The three-dimensional quiver gauge theory with N = 4 supersymmetry constructed
here, though not the main result of this paper, is interesting in its own right. This quiver
theory construction can be easily transported on to the lattice. The lattice construction of
three-dimensional N = 4 quiver U(N1)× U(N2) gauge theory is given in Appendix A.
3.2.2 From quiver theory to action with fundamental matter
To construct three-dimensional N = 4 lattice SYM theory with matter in the fundamental
representation we freeze one of the theories say, the one with the gauge group U(N2)
and also the set of matter fields decorated with hats. After this restriction we have a
U(N1) gauge theory containing matter fields in fundamental representation. Note that the
restriction of the fields is not in conflict with supersymmetry. The resultant action is still
Q-invariant.
The scalar supersymmetry acts on the fields the following way
QAm = ψm, QAm = 0, (3.19)
Qη = [Dm,Dm] + ϕϕ− φφ, Qψm = 0, (3.20)
Qχmn = −[Dm,Dn], Qθmnr = ǫmnrϕφ, (3.21)
Qφ = η, Qφ = 0, (3.22)
Qϕ = ǫmnrθmnr, Qϕ = 0, (3.23)
Qη = 0, Qψm = Dmφ, (3.24)
Qκmn = ǫmnrDrϕ, Qθmnr = 0. (3.25)
The action of the three-dimensional N = 4 gauge theory contains two pieces
S = SSYM + Smatter, (3.26)
where SSYM contains adjoint fields and the expression is given in Eq. (3.3). The piece
Smatter contains matter fields in the fundamental representation. It is given by
– 8 –
Smatter =
1
g2
∫
d3x Tr
(
[Dm,Dm](ϕϕ− φφ) + 2ϕDmDmϕ+ 2φDmDmφ
+2ψmDmη − 2κnpDpψn + 2θnpmDmκnp
+ηηφ− ǫnpmηϕθnpm −
1
3
ǫmnrθmnrηϕ− 2ψmφψm
+
1
3
ǫnpmψmκnpϕ+ ǫnpqχpqϕψn + χpqκpqφ− 2θmnrφθmnr
+
1
2
(
ϕϕ− φφ
)2
+
1
2
(
φφ− ϕϕ
)2
+ 2(ϕφ)(φϕ) + 2(φϕ)(ϕφ)
)
. (3.27)
This theory can be discretized on the lattice. In Sec. 5, we construct three-dimensional
N = 4 lattice SYM theory with matter in the fundamental representation.
4. Lattice formulation of three-dimensional N = 4 SYM
4.1 Geometric discretization
The discretization of the twisted theory described in the previous section is straightforward.
We use the technique of geometric discretization developed in Refs. [25, 36, 37]. We replace
the continuum complex gauge field Am(x),m = 1, 2, 3, at every point by an appropriate
complexified Wilson link Um(n) = e
Am(n). These lattice fields are taken to be associated
with unit length vectors in the coordinate directions ν̂m from the site denoted by the
integer vector n on a three-dimensional hypercubic lattice. Supersymmetric invariance
then implies that the fermion fields ψm(n) lie on the same oriented link as their bosonic
superpartners Um(n), running from n → n + ν̂m. The scalar fermion η(n) is associated
with the site n of the lattice. The components of the field χmn(n),m < n = 1, 2, 3, are
placed on a set of diagonal face links running from n + ν̂m + ν̂n → n. The 3-form field
θmnr(n) is placed on the body diagonal running from n → n + ν̂m + ν̂n + ν̂r. The unit
cell and the field orientations of the three-dimensional theory are given in Fig. 2.
The lattice prescription for topologically twisted theory is the following: lattice vari-
ables Ua(n), Ua(n), {f
(+)
a1···ap(n)}, {f
(−)
a1···ap(n)} live on links (n,n+ ν̂a), (n+ ν̂a,n), (n,n+
ν̂a1 + · · · + ν̂ap) and (n + ν̂a1 + · · · + ν̂ap ,n) respectively. A site variable f(n) lives on a
degenerate link (n,n).
We can write down the gauge transformation rules for the (adjoint) lattice fields re-
specting the p-cell and orientation assignments on the lattice. For G(n) ∈ U(N), we have
the following gauge transformation prescription [34, 37]
Ua(n) → G(n)Ua(n)G
†(n+ ν̂a), (4.1)
Ua(n) → G(n+ ν̂a)Ua(n)G
†(n), (4.2)
{f
(+)
a1···ap(n)} → G(n){f
(+)
a1 ···ap(n)}G
†(n+ ν̂a1 + · · ·+ ν̂ap), (4.3)
{f
(−)
a1···ap(n)} → G(n+ ν̂a1 + · · · + ν̂ap){f
(−)
a1···ap(n)}G
†(n). (4.4)
We need to describe how continuum covariant derivatives are to be replaced by co-
variant difference operators. The covariant derivatives Da (Da) in the continuum become
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✲✻
 
 
 
 
 
 ✠
ψ1(n)
ψ2(n)
ψ3(n)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  ✒
θ123(n)
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏❏❫
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗◗❦
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ✠
χ12(n)
χ13(n)
χ23(n)
η(n) ✉
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(n+ ν̂1 + ν̂2 + ν̂3)
(n+ ν̂1 + ν̂3)
(n+ ν̂1) (n+ ν̂1 + ν̂2)
Figure 2: The unit cell of three-dimensional N = 4 lattice SYM with orientation assignments for
twisted fermionic fields. The bosonic fields Um follow the same orientations and link assignments
as that of their superpartners ψm.
forward and backward covariant differences D
(+)
a (D
(+)
a ) and D
(−)
a (D
(−)
a ), respectively. The
forward covariant difference operator acts on the lattice fields f
(±)
a1···ap(n) in the following
way:
D
(+)
b f
(+)
a1···ap(n) ≡ Ub(n)f
(+)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b)− f
(+)
a1···ap(n)Ub(n+ ν̂), (4.5)
D
(+)
b f
(−)
a1···ap(n) ≡ Ub(n+ ν̂)f
(−)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b)− f
(−)
a1···ap(n)Ub(n), (4.6)
D
(+)
b f
(+)
a1···ap(n) ≡ f
(+)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b)U b(n+ ν̂)− Ub(n)f
(+)
a1···ap(n), (4.7)
D
(+)
b f
(−)
a1···ap(n) ≡ f
(−)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b)U b(n)− U b(n+ ν̂)f
(−)
a1···ap(n), (4.8)
where we have defined ν̂ =
∑p
i=1 ν̂ai .
The action of the backward covariant difference operator on the lattice fields is given
by:
D
(−)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n) ≡ D
(+)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n− ν̂b), (4.9)
D
(−)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n) ≡ D
(+)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n− ν̂b). (4.10)
These expressions are determined by the two requirements that they reduce to the
corresponding continuum results for the adjoint covariant derivative in the naive continuum
limit and that they transform under gauge transformations like the corresponding lattice
link field carrying the same indices. As a result, the terms in the lattice action correspond
to gauge-invariant closed loops.
The lattice field strength is given by the expression Fmn(n) = D
(+)
m Un(n). We see that
it is automatically antisymmetric in its indices and also it transforms like a lattice 2-form.
4.2 Lattice action
Having the above prescription for geometric discretization in hand, we can write down the
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supersymmetric and gauge-invariant lattice action of the three-dimensional N = 4 SYM
S =
1
g2
∑
n
Tr
(
−Fmn(n)Fmn(n) +
1
2
(
D
(−)
m Um(n)
)2
− χmn(n)D
(+)
[m ψn](n)− η(n)D
(−)
m ψm(n)
− θmnr(n)D
(+)
[r χmn](n)
)
. (4.11)
The bosonic part of the action is
SB =
1
g2
∑
n
Tr
[
−
(
D
(+)
m Un(n)
)(
D(+)m Un(n)
)
+
1
2
(
D
(−)
m Um(n)
)2]
=
1
g2
∑
n
Tr
[(
Un(n+ ν̂m)Um(n)− Um(n+ ν̂n)Un(n)
)
×
(
Um(n)Un(n+ ν̂m)− Un(n)Um(n+ ν̂n)
)
+
1
2
(
Um(n)Um(n)− Um(n− ν̂m)Um(n− ν̂m)
)2]
, (4.12)
and the fermionic part
SF = −
1
g2
∑
n
Tr
{1
2
(δmqδnr − δmrδnq)
×
[
χmn(n)
(
Uq(n)ψr(n+ ν̂q)− ψr(n)Uq(n+ ν̂r)
)]
+ η(n)
(
ψm(n)Um(n)− Um(n− ν̂m)ψm(n− ν̂m)
)
+
1
3
(δmrδneδqf + δqrδmeδnf + δnrδqeδmf )
× θref (n)
(
χre(n+ ν̂f )Uf (n)− Uf (n+ ν̂r + ν̂e)χre(n)
)}
. (4.13)
It is easy to see that each term in the lattice action forms a gauge-invariant loop on
the lattice. The lattice action is annihilated by the scalar supercharge Q.
5. Three-dimensional N = 4 lattice SYM with fundamental matter
We are interested in constructing a three-dimensional N = 4 supersymmetric lattice gauge
theory with matter fields in the fundamental representation of U(N). The starting point is
a supersymmetric quiver lattice gauge theory with N = 4 defined on two identical copies of
three-dimensional spacetimes, which we label the N1-lattice and the N2-lattice. (See Fig.
3.) The gauge group of the quiver theory is U(N1) × U(N2). The lattice variables on the
N1-lattice transform in the representation (adj,1), while those on the N2-lattice transform
in the representation (1,adj). The matter fields of the theory live on links connecting the
two lattice spacetimes. They transform in the bi-fundamental representations (,) and
(,). See Appendix. A for details of the lattice construction of three-dimensional N = 4
quiver gauge theory.
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In order to construct a lattice gauge theory with matter fields in the fundamental
representation we truncate a part of the quiver lattice gauge theory. We have the lattice
fields {Um(n), Um(n), η(n), ψm(n), χmn(n), θmnr(n)} living on the three-dimensional
N1-lattice spacetime and {Ûm(n), Ûm(n), η̂(n), ψ̂m(n), χ̂mn(n), θ̂mnr(n)} living on the
three-dimensional N2-lattice spacetime. The matter fields {φ(n), φ̂(n), ϕ̂(n), ϕ(n), η(n),
ψ̂m(n), κmn(n), θ̂mnr(n)} and {φ̂(n), φ(n), ϕ(n), ϕ̂(n), η̂(n), ψm(n), κ̂mn(n), θmnr(n)}
live on links connecting the two lattice spactimes. We make the N2-lattice disappear by
making the fields living on the N2-lattice non-dynamical by hand. We also make the matter
fields decorated with hats non-dynamical, so that we get only one matter multiplet of the
three-dimensional N = 4 gauge theory. Thus we have
Ûm(n) = Ûm(n) = 1, (5.1)
η̂(n) = ψ̂m(n) = χ̂mn(n) = θ̂mnr(n) = 0, (5.2)
φ̂(n) = φ̂(n) = ϕ̂(n) = ϕ̂(n) = 0, (5.3)
η̂(n) = ψ̂m(n) = κ̂mn(n) = θ̂mnr(n) = 0. (5.4)
The resultant theory is still supersymmetric, respecting scalar supersymmetry on the lat-
tice. The scalar supersymmetry acts on the lattice fields the following way
QUm(n) = ψm(n), QUm(n) = 0, (5.5)
Qη(n) =
(
D
(−)
m Um
)
(n) + (ϕϕ)(n)− (φφ)(n), Qψm(n) = 0, (5.6)
Qχmn(n) = −
(
D
(+)
m Un
)
(n), Qθmnr(n) = ǫmnr(ϕφ)(n), (5.7)
Qφ(n) = η(n), Qφ(n) = 0, (5.8)
Qϕ(n) = ǫmnrθmnr(n), Qϕ(n) = 0, (5.9)
Qη(n) = 0, Qψm(n) =
(
D
(+)
m φ
)
(n), (5.10)
Qκmn(n) = ǫmnr
(
D
(+)
r ϕ
)
(n), Qθmnr(n) = 0. (5.11)
The action of the resultant theory contains three pieces
S = Sbosonic + Sfermionic + Smatter, (5.12)
where Sbosonic and Sfermionic contain adjoint fields and the expressions are given in Eq.
(4.12) and Eq. (4.13) respectively. The piece Smatter contains matter fields in the funda-
mental representation. It is given by
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Smatter =
1
g2
∑
n
Tr
{(
D
(−)
m Um(n)
)(
ϕ(n)ϕ(n) − φ(n)φ(n)
)
+2ϕ(n)D(+)m D
(−)
m ϕ(n) + 2φ(n)D
(−)
m D
(+)
m φ(n)
+2ψm(n)D
(+)
m η(n)− 2κnp(n)D
(+)
p ψn(n) + 2θnpm(n)D
(+)
m κnp(n)
+η(n)η(n)φ(n)− ǫnpmη(n)ϕ(n)θnpm(n)
−
1
3
ǫmnrθmnr(n)η(n)ϕ(n) − 2ψm(n)φ(n+ ν̂m)ψm(n)
+
1
3
ǫnpmψm(n+ ν̂m)κnp(n+ ν̂m)ϕ(n)
+ǫnpqχpq(n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)ϕ(n)ψn(n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)
+χpq(n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)κpq(n)φ(n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)
−2θmnr(n)φ(n + ν̂m + ν̂n + ν̂r)θmnr(n)
+
1
2
(
ϕ(n)ϕ(n) − φ(n)φ(n)
)2
+ 2
(
ϕ(n)φ(n)
)(
φ(n)ϕ(n)
)
+
1
2
(
φ(n)φ(n) − ϕ(n)ϕ(n)
)2
+ 2
(
φ(n)ϕ(n)
)(
ϕ(n)φ(n)
)}
. (5.13)
The covariant forward difference operator acts on the lattice variables in the funda-
mental representation the following way:
D
(+)
b f
(+)
a1···ap(n) ≡ Ub(n)f
(+)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b), (5.14)
D
(+)
b f
(−)
a1···ap(n) ≡ Ub(n+ ν̂)f
(−)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b), (5.15)
D
(+)
b f
(+)
a1···ap(n) ≡ −U b(n)f
(+)
a1···ap(n), (5.16)
D
(+)
b f
(−)
a1···ap(n) ≡ −U b(n+ ν̂)f
(−)
a1···ap(n). (5.17)
The action of the covariant backward difference operator is
D
(−)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n) ≡ D
(+)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n− ν̂b), (5.18)
D
(−)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n) ≡ D
(+)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n− ν̂b). (5.19)
For lattice variables in the anti-fundamental representation we have the following set
of rules for the action of the covariant forward difference operator
D
(+)
b f
(+)
a1···ap(n) ≡ −f
(+)
a1···ap(n)Ub(n+ ν̂), (5.20)
D
(+)
b f
(−)
a1···ap(n) ≡ −f
(−)
a1···ap(n)Ub(n), (5.21)
D
(+)
b f
(+)
a1···ap(n) ≡ f
(+)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b)U b(n+ ν̂), (5.22)
D
(+)
b f
(−)
a1···ap(n) ≡ f
(−)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b)U b(n). (5.23)
The covariant backward difference operator acts on the fields the following way
D
(−)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n) ≡ D
(+)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n− ν̂b), (5.24)
D
(−)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n) ≡ D
(+)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n− ν̂b). (5.25)
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The fields in the fundamental or anti-fundamental representations are mapped on to
lattice sites, with the gauge transformations
fa1···ap(n) → G(n)f

a1···ap(n), (5.26)
fa1···ap(n) → f

a1···ap(n)G
†(n). (5.27)
Though we have constructed the lattice action for three-dimensional N = 4 lattice
gauge theory with fundamental matter using the method of twisting and geometric dis-
cretization, we expect that identical lattice can be obtained by the method of orbifold pro-
jection. There, the starting point would be the matrix model with sixteen supercharges.
The equivalence of the two constructions, for the case of the two-dimensional N = (2, 2)
SYM lattice gauge theory with fundamental matter, has been proved in Ref. [29].
6. Renormalization and simulation on the lattice
In this paper, we have written down lattice actions of three-dimensional N = 4 gauge
theories with matter fields. On the lattice, radiative corrections could induce dangerous
operators that could violate Lorentz and supersymmetry invariance of the theory as we take
the continuum limit. We would like to know whether the above constructed supersymmetric
lattice theories are free from fine tuning as the continuum limit is approached. Since three-
dimensional gauge theories in general are super-renormalizable, the number of operators
that need to be fine-tuned is finite but might not be zero. We could check it at least
perturbatively by using a power counting analysis. For a more detailed analysis one has
to derive the propagators and vertices of the lattice theory and use lattice perturbation
theory to study the radiative corrections.
The counterterms permitted on the lattice are very restrictive - they have to respect
the Q-supersymmetry, gauge symmetry and point group symmetry, S3, on the lattice. The
counterterms in the lattice action can take the following generic form, for a given operator
O(p) with mass dimension p:
δS =
1
g2
∫
d3x CpO
(p), (6.1)
where g is the coupling parameter, which has mass dimension 1/2. The coefficient Cp
denotes the contributions from the loop expansion
Cp = a
p−4
∑
l
cl(g
2a)l, (6.2)
with l counting the number of loops in a perturbative expansion and a denoting the lattice
spacing. The dimensionless coefficient cl can depend at most logarithmically on the lattice
spacing - it could be of the form log(pa) or log(µa), with p and µ being the external
momentum and a mass regulator respectively. Assigning the following mass dimensions to
the fields [Φ] = 1, [Ψ] = 32 and [Q] =
1
2 , where Φ and Ψ denote the twisted bosons and
fermions respectively, we have the following generic forms for the operators
O
(p)
Q−exact = Q Tr
(
f(Φ)g(Ψ)
)
, (6.3)
O
(p)
Q−closed = Tr
(
u(Φ)v(Ψ)
)
. (6.4)
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We see that such operators are annihilated by the Q supersymmetry and thus they are
Q-invariant. Gauge-invariance on the lattice requires that all the fields in the operator
must be oriented such that the operator should correspond to the trace of a closed loop on
the lattice.
The coefficient of any dangerous operator should vanish in the limit a→ 0, otherwise
the continuum limit of the theory would be disastrous. Since radiative corrections start at
one-loop (l = 1) we need to check whether the lattice theory allows operators that respect
all the lattice symmetries and with mass dimension p ≤ 3. Naively we can write down the
following set of such operators
{Φ,Φ2,Φ3, (Φ∂Φ), (ΨΨ),Q(ΦΨ)}. (6.5)
Among the set of possible operators, interestingly, we see that the lattice theory has
scalar mass terms, Tr Φ2, induced via radiative corrections. For a dimension 2 operator,
we have
δS(p=2) =
∫
d3x
(c1
a
+ c2g
2 + c3g
4a+ · · ·
)
O(p=2). (6.6)
The scalar mass terms are thus induced at one- and two-loop, which can have at most a
logarithmic divergence, and higher loop vanishing contributions.
We see that dimension 3 operators, including the fermionic mass terms Tr (ΨΨ), could
be induced at one-loop
δS(p=3) =
∫
d3x
(
c1 + c2g
2a+ · · ·
)
O(p=3), (6.7)
and with vanishing contributions at higher loops. It appears that fermion bilinear coun-
terterms cannot respect all the symmetries of the lattice theory and we conclude that they
cannot be generated radiatively.
The lattice theories we constructed above exhibit flat directions (a general feature of
theories with extended supersymmetry) and they give rise to instabilities while perform-
ing lattice simulations. A way to control them in the simulations is to introduce suitable
mass terms to the scalar fields by hand and then appropriately tune the mass parame-
ters. Since the three-dimensional theories we discussed above can also have scalar mass
terms as counterterms we have to tune the bare mass parameters so that they cancel the
quantum corrections. These theories might also suffer from a potential sign problem with
the fermion determinant. One has to explore the existence of sign problem in these theo-
ries to boost confidence that these lattice formulations can be used successfully to explore
non-perturbative aspects of three-dimensional N = 4 gauge theories with and without
matter1.
7. Conclusions and discussion
In this paper our main result is the lattice formulation of three-dimensional N = 4 super-
symmetric gauge theory coupled with matter fields in the fundamental representation. We
1In Ref. [38] it has been shown through lattice simulations that the four and sixteen supercharge SYM
theories in two dimensions do not suffer from fermion sign problem.
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also briefly discussed the construction of three-dimensional N = 4 gauge theory with ad-
joint matter. The theory with fundamental matter is formulated in the following way: After
dimensionally reducing the twisted version of the four-dimensional N = 4 SYM down to
three dimensions, the resultant theory is elevated to N = 4 quiver lattice gauge theory with
gauge group U(N1)× U(N2). The method of geometric discretization is used to construct
the lattice theory. This lattice theory contains two three-dimensional spacetime lattices, as
schematically given in Fig. 3, which we identify as the N1-lattice and the N2-lattice, with
adjoint fields living on the p-cells of each lattice spacetime. The bi-fundamental fields of
the theory live on links connecting the two spacetime lattices. The quiver lattice gauge the-
ory is then truncated to a lattice gauge theory on three-dimensional spacetime lattice with
gauge group U(N1). The link fields connecting the two spacetime lattices become matter
fields in the fundamental representation and they live on the sites of the N1-lattice. The
lattice theory constructed this way is gauge-invariant, free from fermion doubling problem
and respects one supersymmetry exactly on the lattice.
We expect that the same lattice spacetime structure should arise from the method of
orbifold projection, of a matrix theory with sixteen supercharges, if one follows the orbifold
construction details given in Ref. [29], extended to the case of three-dimensional N = 4
gauge theory.
The lattice theories constructed here admit flat directions, a common feature of theo-
ries with extended supersymmetry, and one has to introduce scalar mass terms with tunable
mass parameters to simulate them on the lattice. There is a finite set of operators that
appear as counterterms in the lattice action including the scalar mass terms, which have
to be tuned at two-loop. Such operators have to be carefully studied and enumerated to
address the fine tuning issues of these theories on the lattice before embarking on numerical
simulations. Study of upto two-loop lattice perturbation theory of these lattice theories is
also needed to gain full control over the identification and enumeration of possible coun-
terterms.
Another pressing question is whether or not these theories suffer from the sign problem
of the fermion determinant. One has to perform simulations to measure the phase of
the Pfaffian occurring in these theories. In the lattice theories discussed above only one
supersymmetry is preserved exactly on the lattice – the remaining seven supersymmetries
are broken by terms of O(a). One has to check whether these remaining supersymmetries
are regained in the continuum limit a → 0 and, if not, how much tuning of the couplings
in the lattice action is required2.
It would be interesting to look at the three-dimensional N = 4 quiver lattice gauge
theory given in Appendix A in the context of intersecting branes. Three-dimensional
N = 4 quiver gauge theories admit realization as low-energy limit brane configurations of
Hanany-Witten type [40] in type IIB string theory. The string theory contains D3 branes
that are stretched between NS5 and D5 branes such that the fivebranes have two common
world-volume directions and one common transverse direction. The D3 brane is wrapped
2In Ref. [39] it has been argued that restoration of rotational symmetry in the continuum limit of the
four-dimensional N = 4 lattice SYM likely implies restoration of R-symmetry and hence should lead to an
automatic enhancement to the full N = 4 supersymmetry without further fine-tuning.
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on the two common world-volume directions and the common transverse direction. In
the field theory limit and at energy scales below the scale set by the interval between the
NS5 branes, the world-volume theories on the D3 branes become three-dimensional U(N)
N = 4 SYM gauge theories, giving rise to the desired quiver. Three-dimensional N = 4
gauge theories also play an important role in our understanding of dualities. First examples
of three-dimensional mirror symmetry [41, 40, 42, 43, 44] were provided by such theories
and we hope that the lattice theory constructed here would be useful for non-perturbative
investigations related to such dualities.
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A. Lattice formulation of three-dimensional N = 4 quiver theory
In this appendix, we provide the construction details of the three-dimensional N = 4
U(N1)×U(N2) quiver lattice gauge theory coupled with matter fields in the bi-fundamental
representation. There are two three-dimensional lattice spacetimes with gauge groups
U(N1) and U(N2), which we label the N1-lattice and N2-lattice respectively. We denote
the position on the N1-lattice by an integer valued three vector n while the same position
on the N2-lattice is denoted by the vector n.
The lattice fields of the three-dimensional N = 4 SYM are distributed as two identical
copies on the two lattice spacetimes. They are given in Table. 1. The fields on the N1-
lattice transform as (adj,1) while those on the N2-lattice transform as (1,adj) under the
gauge group U(N1)× U(N2).
The action of the forward and backward covariant difference operators on fields living
on N1-lattice is summarized in Eqs. (4.5) - (4.10).
The matter fields of the quiver lattice theory live on links connecting the N1-lattice
and the N2-lattice spacetimes. They are in the bi-fundamental representations of U(N1)×
U(N2). In Tab. 2 we provide the set of matter fields and their representations. In Fig. 3
we summarize the field content and structure of the three-dimensional N = 4 quiver lattice
gauge theory.
We need to define the action of the covariant difference operators on the lattice fields
in the bi-fundamental representations. We have the following set of rules.
For lattice variables in the representation (,) the covariant forward difference op-
erator acts the following way:
D
(+)
b f
(+)
a1···ap(n,n) ≡ Ub(n)f
(+)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b,n+ ν̂b)− f
(+)
a1···ap(n,n)Ûb(n), (A.1)
D
(+)
b f
(−)
a1···ap(n,n) ≡ Ub(n+ ν̂)f
(−)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b,n+ ν̂b)− f
(−)
a1···ap(n,n)Ûb(n), (A.2)
D
(+)
b f
(+)
a1···ap(n,n) ≡ f
(+)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b,n+ ν̂b)Û b(n)− U b(n)f
(+)
a1···ap(n,n), (A.3)
D
(+)
b f
(−)
a1···ap(n,n) ≡ f
(−)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b,n+ ν̂b)Û b(n)− U b(n+ ν̂)f
(−)
a1···ap(n,n), (A.4)
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while the covariant backward difference operator acts on the fields according to the rules
D
(−)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n,n) ≡ D
(+)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n− ν̂b,n− ν̂b), (A.5)
D
(−)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n,n) ≡ D
(+)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n− ν̂b,n− ν̂b). (A.6)
For lattice variables in the representation (,) we have the following set of rules for
the covariant difference operators:
D
(+)
b f
(+)
a1···ap(n,n) ≡ Ûb(n)f
(+)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b,n+ ν̂b)− f
(+)
a1···ap(n,n)Ub(n), (A.7)
D
(+)
b f
(−)
a1···ap(n,n) ≡ Ûb(n+ ν̂)f
(−)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b,n+ ν̂b)− f
(−)
a1···ap(n,n)Ub(n), (A.8)
D
(+)
b f
(+)
a1···ap(n,n) ≡ f
(+)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b,n+ ν̂b)U b(n)− Û b(n)f
(+)
a1···ap(n,n), (A.9)
D
(+)
b f
(−)
a1···ap(n,n) ≡ f
(−)
a1···ap(n+ ν̂b,n+ ν̂b)U b(n)− Û b(n+ ν̂)f
(−)
a1···ap(n,n), (A.10)
and
D
(−)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n,n) ≡ D
(+)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n− ν̂b,n− ν̂b), (A.11)
D
(−)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n,n) ≡ D
(+)
b f
(±)
a1···ap(n− ν̂b,n− ν̂b). (A.12)
The action of the three-dimensional N = 4 quiver lattice theory contains the following
pieces
S = Sbosonic(adj,1) + S
bosonic
(1,adj) + S
fermionic
(adj,1) + S
fermionic
(1,adj) + S
matter
(,)
+ Smatter
(,)
, (A.13)
where
Sbosonic(adj,1) =
1
g2
∑
n
Tr
[(
Un(n+ ν̂m)Um(n)− Um(n+ ν̂n)Un(n)
)
×
(
Um(n)Un(n+ ν̂m)− Un(n)Um(n+ ν̂n)
)
+
1
2
(
Um(n)Um(n)− Um(n− ν̂m)Um(n− ν̂m)
)2]
, (A.14)
Sbosonic(1,adj) =
1
g2
∑
n
Tr
[(
Ûn(n+ ν̂m)Ûm(n)− Ûm(n+ ν̂n)Ûn(n)
)
×
(
Ûm(n)Ûn(n+ ν̂m)− Ûn(n)Ûm(n+ ν̂n)
)
+
1
2
(
Ûm(n)Ûm(n)− Ûm(n− ν̂m)Ûm(n− ν̂m)
)2]
, (A.15)
Sfermionic(adj,1) = −
1
g2
∑
n
Tr
{1
2
(δmqδnr − δmrδnq)
×
[
χmn(n)
(
Uq(n)ψr(n+ ν̂q)− ψr(n)Uq(n+ ν̂r)
)]
+ η(n)
(
ψm(n)Um(n)− Um(n− ν̂m)ψm(n− ν̂m)
)
+
1
3
(δmrδneδqf + δqrδmeδnf + δnrδqeδmf )
× θref(n)
(
χre(n+ ν̂f )U f (n)− Uf (n+ ν̂r + ν̂e)χre(n)
)}
,(A.16)
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Field N1-lattice N2-lattice
Um Um(n,n+ ν̂m) Ûm(n,n+ ν̂m)
Um Um(n+ ν̂m,n) Ûm(n+ ν̂m,n)
η η(n,n) η̂(n,n)
ψm ψm(n,n+ ν̂m) ψ̂m(n,n+ ν̂m)
χmn χmn(n+ ν̂m + ν̂n,n) χ̂mn(n+ ν̂m + ν̂n,n)
θmnr θmnr(n,n + ν̂m + ν̂n + ν̂r) θ̂mnr(n,n+ ν̂m + ν̂n + ν̂r)
Table 1: The placement of adjoint fields of the three-dimensional N = 4 quiver lattice gauge
theory.
Field (,) (,)
φ φ(n,n) φ̂(n,n)
φ φ̂(n,n) φ(n,n)
ϕ ϕ̂(n,n) ϕ(n,n)
ϕ ϕ(n,n) ϕ̂(n,n)
η η(n,n) η̂(n,n)
ψm ψ̂m(n+ ν̂m,n) ψm(n+ ν̂m,n)
κmn κmn(n+ ν̂m + ν̂n,n) κ̂mn(n+ ν̂m + ν̂n,n)
θmnr θ̂mnr(n+ ν̂m + ν̂n + ν̂r,n) θmnr(n+ ν̂m + ν̂n + ν̂r,n)
Table 2: The placement of matter fields of the three-dimensional N = 4 quiver lattice gauge
theory. They transform in the bi-fundamental representations of U(N1)× U(N2).
Sfermionic(1,adj) = −
1
g2
∑
n
Tr
{1
2
(δmqδnr − δmrδnq)
×
[
χ̂mn(n)
(
Ûq(n)ψ̂r(n+ ν̂q)− ψ̂r(n)Ûq(n+ ν̂r)
)]
+ η̂(n)
(
ψ̂m(n)Ûm(n)− Ûm(n− ν̂m)ψ̂m(n− ν̂m)
)
+
1
3
(δmrδneδqf + δqrδmeδnf + δnrδqeδmf )
× θ̂ref(n)
(
χ̂re(n+ ν̂f )Û f (n)− Ûf (n+ ν̂r + ν̂e)χ̂re(n)
)}
,(A.17)
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Smatter
(,)
=
1
g2
∑
n
Tr
{(
D
(−)
m Um(n)
)(
ϕ(n,n)ϕ(n,n)− ϕ̂(n,n)ϕ̂(n,n)
+φ̂(n,n)φ̂(n,n)− φ(n,n)φ(n,n)
)
+2ϕ̂(n,n)D(+)m D
(−)
m ϕ̂(n,n) + 2φ̂(n,n)D
(−)
m D
(+)
m φ̂(n,n)
+2ψ̂m(n+ ν̂m,n)D
(+)
m η̂(n,n) + 2θ̂npm(n+ ν̂n,n)D
(+)
m κ̂np(n,n)
−2κnp(n,n+ ν̂p)D
(+)
p ψn(n,n)− η(n,n)
(
φ̂(n,n)η̂(n,n)− η(n,n)φ(n,n)
)
−ǫnpmη(n,n)
(
ϕ(n,n)θnpm(n,n)− θ̂npm(n,n)ϕ̂(n,n)
)
+
1
3
ǫmnrθmnr(n,n)
(
ϕ̂(n,n)η̂(n,n)− η(n,n)ϕ(n,n)
)
−2ψm(n,n+ ν̂m)
(
φ(n+ ν̂m,n+ ν̂m)ψm(n+ ν̂m,n)− ψ̂m(n+ ν̂m,n)φ̂(n,n)
)
−
1
3
ǫnpmψm(n+ ν̂m,n)
(
ϕ̂(n+ ν̂m,n+ ν̂m)κ̂np(n+ ν̂m,n)
−κnp(n+ ν̂m,n)ϕ(n,n)
)
+ǫnpqχpq(n+ ν̂p + ν̂q,n)
(
ϕ(n,n + ν̂p + ν̂q)ψn(n+ ν̂p + ν̂q,n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)
−ψ̂n(n,n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)ϕ̂(n+ ν̂p + ν̂q,n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)
)
−χpq(n+ ν̂p + ν̂q,n)
(
φ̂(n,n)κ̂pq(n,n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)
−κpq(n,n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)φ(n+ ν̂p + ν̂q,n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)
)
−2θmnr(n,n+ ν̂m + ν̂n + ν̂r)
(
φ(n+ ν̂m + ν̂n + ν̂r,n+ ν̂m + ν̂n + ν̂r)θmnr(n,n)
−θ̂mnr(n,n+ ν̂m + ν̂n + ν̂r)φ̂(n,n)
)
+
1
2
(
ϕ(n,n)ϕ(n,n)− ϕ̂(n,n)ϕ̂(n,n) + φ̂(n,n)φ̂(n,n)− φ(n,n)φ(n,n)
)2
−2
(
ϕ(n,n)φ(n,n)− φ̂(n,n)ϕ̂(n,n)
)(
ϕ̂(n,n)φ̂(n,n)− φ(n,n)ϕ(n,n)
)}
, (A.18)
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Smatter
(,)
=
1
g2
∑
n
Tr
{(
D
(−)
m Ûm(n)
)(
ϕ̂(n,n)ϕ̂(n,n)− ϕ(n,n)ϕ(n,n)
+φ(n,n)φ(n,n)− φ̂(n,n)φ̂(n,n)
)
+2ϕ(n,n)D(+)m D
(−)
m ϕ(n,n) + 2φ(n,n)D
(−)
m D
(+)
m φ(n,n)
+2ψm(n+ ν̂m,n)D
(+)
m η(n,n) + 2θnpm(n+ ν̂n,n)D
(+)
m κnp(n,n)
−2κ̂np(n,n+ ν̂p)D
(+)
p ψ̂n(n,n)− η̂(n,n)
(
φ(n,n)η(n,n)− η̂(n,n)φ̂(n,n)
)
−ǫnpmη̂(n,n)
(
ϕ̂(n,n)θ̂npm(n,n)− θnpm(n,n)ϕ(n,n)
)
+
1
3
ǫmnrθ̂mnr(n,n)
(
ϕ(n,n)η(n,n)− η̂(n,n)ϕ̂(n,n)
)
−2ψ̂m(n,n+ ν̂m)
(
φ̂(n+ ν̂m,n+ ν̂m)ψ̂m(n+ ν̂m,n)− ψm(n+ ν̂m,n)φ(n,n)
)
−
1
3
ǫnpmψ̂m(n+ ν̂m,n)
(
ϕ(n+ ν̂m,n+ ν̂m)κnp(n+ ν̂m,n)
−κ̂np(n+ ν̂m,n)ϕ̂(n,n)
)
+ǫnpqχ̂pq(n+ ν̂p + ν̂q,n)
(
ϕ̂(n,n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)ψ̂n(n+ ν̂p + ν̂q,n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)
−ψn(n,n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)ϕ(n+ ν̂p + ν̂q,n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)
)
−χ̂pq(n+ ν̂p + ν̂q,n)
(
φ(n,n)κpq(n,n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)
−κ̂pq(n,n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)φ̂(n+ ν̂p + ν̂q,n+ ν̂p + ν̂q)
)
−2θ̂mnr(n,n+ ν̂m + ν̂n + ν̂r)
(
φ̂(n+ ν̂m + ν̂n + ν̂r,n+ ν̂m + ν̂n + ν̂r)θ̂mnr(n,n)
−θmnr(n,n+ ν̂m + ν̂n + ν̂r)φ(n,n)
)
+
1
2
(
ϕ̂(n,n)ϕ̂(n,n)− ϕ(n,n)ϕ(n,n) + φ(n,n)φ(n,n)− φ̂(n,n)φ̂(n,n)
)2
−2
(
ϕ̂(n,n)φ̂(n,n)− φ(n,n)ϕ(n,n)
)(
ϕ(n,n)φ(n,n)− φ̂(n,n)ϕ̂(n,n)
)}
. (A.19)
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